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Chapter 3: Scanning and Enumeration 

1. Metagoofil 
What does the below command do?  

 

Extract metadata info from Microsoft Word documents found in mattsBTshop.com output in result in an 

HTML file.  

Notes: 

• -l 50 means up to 50 results 

• -n 20 means the first 20 results 

• -f results.html means to output the results the html file 

www.edge-security.com/metagoofil.php 

2. The P0f tool 
It is a passive OS fingerprinting tool.  

http://Lcamtuf.coredump.cx/p0f3 

3. An IDLE scan 
You have a zombie system ready and begin an IDLE scan. As the scan moves along, you notice that 

fragment identification numbers gleaned from the zombie machine are incrementing randomly. What 

does this mean? 

Your IDLE scan results will not be useful to you. 

http://www.edge-security.com/metagoofil.php
http://lcamtuf.coredump.cx/p0f3


 

   

An IDLE scan makes use of a zombie machine and IP’s knack for incrementing fragment identifiers 

(IPIDs). However, it is absolutely essential the zombie remain idle to all other traffic during the scan. The 

attacker will send packets to the target with the (spoofed) source address of the zombie. If the port is 

open, the target will respond to the SYN packet with a SYN/ACK, but this will be sent to the zombie. The 

zombie system will then craft a RST packet in answer to the unsolicited SYN/ACK, and the IPID will 

increase. If this occurs randomly, then it’s probable your zombie is not, in fact, idle, and your results are 

moot. See, if it’s not idle, it’s going to increment haphazardly because communications from the device 

will be shooting hither and yon with wild abandon. You’re banking on the fact the machine is quietly 

doing your bidding—and nothing else. 
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